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Information
Course information including schedule, lecture slides, exercises and solutions can be found on
the course webpage: http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/index.php/teaching. Please check
regularly for announcements. Please note that there is no “Testatbedingung” for this course.
We will provide exercises and solutions that you are supposed to solve on your own to prepare
for the exam. We will not correct the exercises but will offer a practice hour in one of the ETH
computer rooms where you can discuss problems with the assistants.
We support Linux working environments as provided by ETH in the computer rooms listed here:
https://www1.ethz.ch/id/services/list/comp_raum_stud/arbeitsraeume. There are
also dedicated machines that can be accessed remotely (slab1 - slab8). To access them, open
a Terminal and type:
$ ssh -Y username@slab3.ethz.ch
You need the “-Y” option to enable remote visualization. Be aware that you can only connect
to these machines from inside the ETH network. To log on to these machines from outside
ETH, you need to connect via VPN (but note that this might be slow). If you have issues
with graphical output when using a machine remotely or if you are using a VirtualBox machine,
execute the following before executing commands with graphical output:
$ export LIBGL_ALWAYS_INDIRECT=yes
We support only these machines, as they are the working environment where you will take the
Final exam and they comply with the computer clusters and supercomputers accessible through
ETH. You may also solve the exercises on your own Linux installation but we cannot provide
support there. We strongly advise to solve a few exercises in the ETH computer rooms in any
case to prepare for the exam.
This exercise is crucial for the coming exercises, as you learn the basic necessary Unix/Linux
commands, set up the environment and learn how to visualize your simulation results and make
movies.
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Question 1: A Brief Introduction to Unix/Linux
The goal of this first exercise is to get to know the command line interface through which
you are going to interact with your computer using commands. By typing commands, you
can browse the file system, create folder structures, retrieve information about the system and
start programs. In order to access the command line, you need to log on to one of the Linux
machines in one of the previously mentioned computer rooms. If a computer has been booted
for Windows, you can reboot it and switch to Linux. You can then login with your usual ETH
username and password. The command line tool is accessed through the Terminal. It is best
accessed by searching for the application via the “Activities” on the top right, followed by typing
“Terminal” (or parts thereof) and choosing the application:

In the terminal, you can enter commands directly. An overview of the available commands can
be found on the web: http://ss64.com/bash/. Here, we ask you to explore the command
line tool by trying some of the most commonly used commands. Please also go to the website
to inform yourself on what the commands do, what parameters they take and how they can be
combined.
If you are not using the ETH machines in the main building (HG), you should make sure that
bash is being used as shell. You can check this by typing $SHELL --version which will give
you name and version of the shell. If this is not bash, some of the scripts that we provide might
fail. In that case you can launch a new shell by executing bash and it should work there.
• Navigation: pwd, ls, cd (with special folders . and ..)
• Organization: cp, mv, mkdir and (careful) rm
• Invoking a program: type the program name, e.g.: python (type quit() to exit again)
• Redirecting output into a file: >, >> , eg.: ls > test.txt
• Browsing file content: less, tail, head, cat
• Piping: |, e.g.: ls | tail
• Remote access: log on to a different computer connected to the network:
ssh and ssh -Y

Question 2: Obtaining and Compiling the Code
In this exercise, you will download some source code onto your machine, compile and run it and
learn the tools to visualize a set of images and make a movie. Compilation of the code and the
processing of the images may require the installation of some additional software if you plan to
use your own machine. On the ETH machines all these tools are already available and we will
not be able to provide support for issues on your own machines. For general questions on issues
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with the ETH machines, please contact ETH’s ID Service Desk (servicedesk@id.ethz.ch).
Note that the disk space on the machines is rather limited so please avoid storing too much
unneeded data there.
If you want to try using your own machine nonetheless, you will require the installation of the
following packages (for ubuntu linux and similarly named for other linux): freeglut3-dev,
wget, curl, imagemagick, ffmpeg and vlc. Those packages can be obtained on any Linux
distribution with its package manager (please check the documentation of your Linux distribution
on how to use that) or on a Mac using MacPorts (http://www.macports.org) or Homebrew
(http://brew.sh). We provide a shell script to install all packages for the Fedora VirtualBox
machine used in last year’s “Informatik I” course (see instructions below).
The instructions below will guide you through the process of setting up and compiling the code
on ETH machines:
• Download the Exercise0.zip package from the course webpage and store it in a folder
where you want to keep your exercises.
• Open a terminal, navigate to the folder containing Exercise0.zip and type the following
to unzip it (or do it in the file browser):
$ unzip Exercise0.zip
• Move to the folder Exercise0/
• If you are using Fedora VirtualBox machine from last year’s “Informatik I” course you can
install all required packages by typing:
$ sudo ./install-packages.sh
To use “sudo” you will have to reenter the password of the “info1” user which is “info1”.
Note that this is only guaranteed to work for that specific Fedora installation. It might
also work with other Fedora distributions but we provide no support for that. If you have
trouble, please download the updated VirtualBox machine on our webpage and use that
one instead or use the computer rooms at ETH.
• Execute the script install-exercise0.sh to download the datasets you are going to
process and create the folders of the working environment. Type:
$ ./install-exercise0.sh
• Make a test movie: Execute the makemovie.sh script to combine the sample images in
the output_images/ folder into a movie:
$ ./makemovie.sh
The output movie is stored to the final_movie/ folder. To play the movie execute
$ vlc final_movie/final_movie.avi
or use another player like mplayer (preferred for remote ssh access to ETH machines) or
kplayer or kmplayer or open it in your file explorer. This should give you a preview of
what the final product of this exercise should look like. In the Fedora VirtualBox machine,
vlc may display videos in grayscale instead of color. If this is the case, open vlc, go to
Tools->Preferences and within Video set the Output to “X11 Video Output (XCB)”.
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• To compile and run the code, move into the folder makefiles/:
$ cd makefiles
To clean any prior compilations, type:
$ make clean
To recompile the code, type:
$ make
For the VirtualBox machine, you will have to use type the following command in the Terminal before executing programs that use GLUT (like processparticles in this exercise):
$ export LIBGL_ALWAYS_INDIRECT=yes
After successful compilation, to run the code, type
$ ./processparticles 100
The output of the program should display a system of moving particles. The program
generates a set of images stored in the folder output_images/.
• Rerun the makemovie.sh script to assemble the complete movie.
If you got this far, you successfully installed and compiled all necessary libraries along with the
sample code and your system is ready for the next exercises.
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